
“Our past is the foundation for our future”

-July 2105 Town Hall Meeting-



Wellington – A brief history*

• 1850’s – A fishing village and service centre

for farmers

– Wharf street and Main street intersection the hub for shopping, 
doing business and socializing

• 1875-1920 – We became a resort town

– Those summer breezes started getting noticed!

– Architecturally interesting summer homes and hotels got built 

– But fire destroyed a key resort in 1917, causing decline in tourist 
boom

(* Thanks to Tom Cruickshank and his “Settler’s Dream”)
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Wellington today - the village with the most 

momentum

• Proud, long -time residents who maintain traditions

• Still have that gentle lake breeze

• A pleasant retirement community 

• A renewed tourist destination:

– Wineries

– Restaurants

– Inns

– Artists

What role does our main intersection play in 

this renaissance?
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Let’s take a few minutes to 

remember its past…



It’s history:  115 years as Wellington’s grocery/  

convenience store
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Its design inspiration?
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A prominent building on Main Street
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And still looking good!
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And then there is the streetscape and 

what kind of community existed…



A vibrant village….
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A place to celebrate…
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Or just to meet and hang out…
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…just make sure you buy something!
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A place to solve the issues of the day…
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…or just a place to play!
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A place to rest and relax
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Unfortunately we’ve lost some great 

buildings…
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…both commercial and private…
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More recently on south west corner of 

intersection in question
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But thank goodness not all was lost…
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Thank you to those residents who had the 

same vision and invested in the village core
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At one point this was the 

Wellington Summer 

Theatre…



…and exactly 18 years ago to this day it was 

written…
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“Some people see things and they ask why?  I 

see things and ask why not”  This thinking [by 

Robert F. Kennedy] can be applied to the Orange 

Hall Building.  All we need is vision and 

determination.  The vision to see things as they 

could be and the determination to raise the funds 

needed to restore the building for future use

Wellington Times,  July 23, 1997



Given the history, and where 

Wellington seems headed, 

shouldn’t we respect the 

intersection of  Wharf and Main 

Streets?



Some facts

• PEC economy has changed

• Fastest growing sector of tourism is heritage tourism 

• Successful downtowns have density, diversity and are 

pedestrian friendly:

– Bloomfield

– Port Hope

– Colbourg

– Bayfield (Lake Huron)
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We must ask the right questions

• If you focus only on the problem, you’ll limit your 

thinking to:

– What’s the cheapest solution?

– What’s  easiest, most hassle free?

– What’s fastest?

– What’s most practical?

Parking lot or parkette.  But what if…    
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…you ask these questions instead…

• What are the village’s strengths and assets ?

• When was Wellington at its best?

• What do we value most about our town?

• What is the essence of our community that makes 
it unique and strong?

We have an opportunity here, not just  

a problem to solve
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Yes, we have to some issues to resolve

• “Who will pay for restoration/rebuilding?”

Not the taxpayer.  Actually, we hope to recoup money 

spent!

• “If it’s built over the stream, what’s to stop it from 

happening again?”

 It stood for 100+ years, without the benefit of today’s 

engineering know-how
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“Of all places, Prince Edward County is 

dependent on its economic assets which 

are your ‘built heritage’ culture.  Tearing 

that building down…It would be like you 

selling your sand and shipping it away, but 

it’s worth a lot more as a beach”

Dr. Robert Shipley, Associate Professor, 

Chair of Heritage Resources Centre, 

University of Waterloo 

In the words of an expert who has 

visited Wellington…



Now it’s your turn!

“What do you want to see happen at this 

intersection and why?” 



The Approach

Just the one question for today:  

“What do you want to see happen at this

intersection and why?” 

• Be brief.  I might have a follow-up question for you

• Play nice

• Listen to others’ opinions

• Respect the hand
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Thank you

Let’s continue talking


